Release notes for July 2018 StatCrunch updates
Enhancements:
●
●
●

The StatCrunch database and server were migrated into a newer system to improve
long-term stability.
The Data sort ability was upgraded to allow for the sorting based on multiple sort
criteria. See page 2 for details
A new Custom simulation feature was added that allows for simulation based on a
custom distribution. See page 3 for details.

Minor fixes/enhancements:
●
●

Various textbook data sets were updated in MyStatLab to align with their current edition .
Miscellaneous bugs with StatCrunch and its webpages were corrected.

Data Sort Upgrade
StatCrunch has always offered the ability to sort data using the Data > Sort feature, but
previously the sorting was limited to one sort by column. Additionally, the sorting would not
override the existing columns. This feature was upgraded to allow for more than one sort by
column criteria while giving the option to replace the data in the existing columns The sort will
happen in descending precedence with the top sort by column being sorted first. Any duplicates
of the higher sort by column will be put into the specified order for the lower sort by column.
Below is an example using the Movie Budgets and Box Office Earnings featured data set. This
example will sort by year (descending), month (ascending) and day (ascending).
Before:

After:

New Custom Simulation Feature
StatCrunch offers a variety of distributions for simulation under the Data > Simulate menu.
Newly added is the ability to simulate data based on custom distributions from a data set.
Below is an example of this new feature using data from shark attacks across the world. The
screenshot below shows a summary data set that lists off the total number of shark attacks for
each country in the world. This data was created using the Shark Attacks Worldwide featured
data set. Using the new Data > Simulate > Custom feature, the countries for 20 new shark
attacks were simulated based on the likelihood of each country to have a shark attack (Custom1
column).

